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OUR RANGE OF BEAUTY PRODUCTS
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Manicure & pedicure
Pedipeel
Nail Sealer & Nail care sticks
Acupressure
Facial cleaning
Nail modeling
Company’s history
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GENTLE CARE
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MANICURE & PEDICURE

Delicate care for healthy, beautiful hands and feet
The electrical BAUSCH manicure and pedicure devices and the various suited
attachments enable you to get a professional hand and foot care treatment
easily at home! You can shorten or shape your nails with either the grinding
bits or the diamond burrs, as well as easily remove hard skin on fingertips, toes,
heels and the balls of the foot. You can also polish your nails with the polishing
brush or push back the cuticle with the felt bit.
Our product range consists of various high efficiency engines in different
completions. The deliberate steady revolution/minute factor ensures a precise
application without any slipping and simultaneously reduces the risk of injury!
We turn manicures and pedicures into an unforgettable experience that totally
satisfies our customers!
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BEAUTY-SETS
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made in germany

BASIC
The basic line contains our electrical manicure and pedicure devices for shaping, filing and polishing finger- and
toenails, as well as for removing smaller areas of callus and harder skin on hands and feet! All products, except
of item 0381D, feature a mains adapter which is adjustable to 6 speeds (3.000 up to 12.000 rev./min.).

0307
Easy to handle manicure/pedicure device
10-piece set:
manicure/pedicure device
mains adapter, adjustable to 6 speeds
instructions
7 attachments

comes in
space-saving
plastic box

comes in

0309
Easy to handle manicure/pedicure device
10-piece set:
manicure/pedicure device
mains adapter, adjustable to 6 speeds
instructions
7 attachments
comes in
hard shell
case
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0381D
Travel-set: “Beauty-Free”

comes in
travel
textile bag

9-piece set:
manicure/pedicure device
adapter for charging the storage battery or for direct plug-in;
stick is adjustable to 2 speeds
instructions
6 attachments

for cordless usage

0333
“Our strongest team” – easy to handle manicure/
pedicure device in combination with the PEDIPEEL

comes in
hard shell
case

17-piece set:
manicure/pedicure device
PEDIPEEL
mains adapter, adjustable to 6 speeds
instructions
7 attachments
6 grinding discs

n hard shell case

0338
“The perfect trio” – easy to handle manicure/
pedicure device in combination with the PEDIPEEL
and a facial massage device

comes in
cosmetic
case

21-piece set:
manicure/pedicure device
PEDIPEEL
facial massage device
mains adapter, adjustable to 6 speeds
instructions
7 attachments
3 attachments for the facial massage device
6 grinding discs
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PROFI
The professional line contains our high-performance manicure and pedicure devices for shaping, filing and
polishing finger- and toenails, as well as for removing smaller areas of callus and harder skin on hands and feet!
Some of the products are equipped with a clockwise and counter-clockwise direction function or all-round
lighting. All products feature a mains adapter which is adjustable to 6 speeds (3.000 up to 12.000 rev./min.),
the one from item 0379 is even adjustable to speeds from 500 up to 12.000 rev./min.

0319D/R+L
High-performance manicure/pedicure device

comes in
hard shell
case

12-piece set:
manicure/pedicure device
special locking screw
mains adapter, adjustable to 6 speeds
instructions
9 attachments

equipped with a clockwise and counterclockwise direction function

0379P
High-performance manicure/pedicure device
from 500 up to 12.000 rev./min.

comes in
hard shell
case

the stick is continuously adjustable
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12-piece set:
manicure/pedicure device with special locking screw
mains adapter, adjustable to 6 speeds
instructions
9 attachments

BEAUTY-SETS
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0375LICHT
Manicure/pedicure device with all-round lighting

comes in
hard shell
case

14-piece set:
manicure/pedicure device with special locking screw
mains adapter, adjustable to 6 speeds
nail care stick
polishing rasp
instructions
9 attachments

equipped with all-round lighting

0314
High-performance manicure/pedicure device
equipped with a suction device which absorbs
fine dust

comes in
hard shell
case

12-piece set:
manicure/pedicure device
mains adapter, adjustable to 6 speeds
instructions
9 attachments
equipped with a suction device
which absorbs the fine dust

0319D/R+L ACRYL
High-performance manicure/pedicure device
with acrylic stand

comes in
hard shell
case

13-piece set:
acrylic stand
manicure/pedicure device with
special locking screw
mains adapter, adjustable to 6 speeds
instructions
9 attachments
equipped with a clockwise and
counter-clockwise direction function
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PROFI PLUS
The professional plus set comes in a hard shell case and features a high-performance mains adapter which is
continuously adjustable in speed (500 up to 13.500 rev./min.) and ventilation slots for cooling. It is very useful for
removing and editing acrylic nails or very hard nails. The special locking screw secures a particularly good grip of
the attachments.

0360
Highest-performance manicure/pedicure device
with a clockwise and counter-clockwise direction
function and ventilation slots for cooling

comes in
cosmetic
case

equipped with a clockwise and
counter-clockwise direction function
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15-piece set:
manicure/pedicure device
mains adapter, continuously adjustable in speed
instructions
12 attachments
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ENGINES & MAINS ADAPTER

0310P

Manicure device, loose
known from beauty-sets
0307, 0309, 0333 and 0338,
length approx.14 cm
weight approx. 125 g
Ø 3 cm

PROFI

BASIC

0300

0370P
PROFI

PROFI

0550WEISS
Manicure device, loose
known from set 0375LICHT
short stick for better handling
with all-round lighting,
length approx. 15 cm
weight approx. 205 g
Ø ca. 3.5 cm

Manicure device, loose
known from set 0379P, continuously adjustable in speed,
length approx. 17.5 cm
weight approx. 200 g
Ø ca. 3.5 cm

0800WEISS

Manicure device, loose
known from set 0314
with suction device,
length approx.15.5 cm
weight approx. 195 g
Ø ca. 3.5 cm

PROFI

0311
PROFI

Manicure device, loose
known from beauty-sets 0319
D/R+L and 0319 D/R+LACRYL
with clockwise and counterclockwise direction function,
length approx. 17.5 cm
weight approx. 200 g
Ø 3.5 cm

Manicure device, loose
known from set 0360 with
clockwise and counter-clockwise
direction function and
ventilation slots for cooling,
length approx. 17.5 cm
weight approx. 320 g
Ø ca. 4.5 cm

0238

0236

0240

Mains adapter for all items,
except 0381D and 0360
adjustable to 6 speeds, 3-12 V
from 3.000 - 12.000 rev./min.

Mains adapter for
item 0381D, 3 V
from 3.000 - 4.500 rev./min.

Transformator for item 0360,
continuously adjustable in
speed, 8-12.5 V from
500 -13.5000 rev./min.

additional
cord
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ATTACHMENTS
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1799/1

1799/2

Pointed abrasive tip, white
for shortening and shaping
finger- and toenails.

Cylindrical abrasive tip, white
for shortening and shaping
finger- and toenails.

1799/3

1799/4

Cleaning & polishing brush
for removing loose skin parts,
cleaning underneath the nails
and polishing the nail

Felt polishing tip
for polishing the nails prior to
the application of nail polish.
Using it regularly will prevent
the nail from splitting.

1714

1717

Diamond tip, ball
for removing hard skin from
fingertips, toes, heels and sole
as well as on top of warts and
horns.

Flame-shaped diamond tip, small
for dealing with ingrained nails as
well as for removing the not very
aesthetic cuticles around the nails.

1718

1730

Flame-shaped diamond tip, large
for dealing with ingrained nails
as well as for removing the not
very aesthetic cuticles around
the nails.

Cylindrical diamond tip
for shortening and shaping
finger- and toenails.

1741

1706D

Diamond cutter
for removing hard skin from
fingertips, toes, heels and sole.

Conical diamond tip
for removing hard skin from
fingertips, toes, heels and sole
as well as on top of warts and
horns.

1743

1736

Inverted cone diamond tip
for removing hard skin on top
of warts and horns.

Conical diamond tip,
hollow, large
for removing extreme hard callus.

ATTACHMENTS & MISCELLANEOUS

1799

1749

6-piece attachment set,
box, includes items 1799/3,
1799/4, 2x 1799/1 and 2x
1799/2

4-piece diamond tip set,
including items 1743, 1730,
1718 and 1741

1629/T

1629OT

Emery head holder, 13mm
suitable for abrasive caps
1629OT
for removing callus on toes,
heels and sole

6 abrasive caps & carriers, 13mm
3 different granulations
for removing callus on toes, heels
and sole

ST1
Acrylic stand
known from beauty-set 0319D/R+L Acryl
A very useful tool for storing manicure and pedicure
devices. You can also mount it onto the wall!
can be
mounted
onto
the wall

ST5 incl. mains adapter 0238
Table exhaust fan for manicure/pedicure
The table exhaust fan prevents spreading of nail dust,
which will almost be absorbed completely. To save
storage space you can easily fold the device.
folds up flat
and thus
saves space
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PRODUCT COMPARISON

Our high efficiency engines stand for power!
The BAUSCH product range consists of various high efficiency engines in different completions. Our high efficiency
engines stand for power! The deliberate steady revolution/minute factor ensures a precise application without any
slipping!

Our guidelines:
• high standards of quality
• 2-year manufacturer’s warranty
• recommended for diabetics
• made in Germany

PROFI

PROFI

BASIC

• high service concept
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Basic – The basic line contains our electrical manicure and pedicure devices for shaping, filing
and polishing finger- and toenails, as well as for removing smaller areas of callus and harder
skin on hands and feet! All products, except of item 0381D, feature a mains adapter which is
adjustable to 6 speeds (3.000 up to 12.000 rev./min.).

Profi – The professional line contains our high-performance manicure and pedicure devices
for shaping, filing and polishing finger- and toenails, as well as for removing smaller areas of callus
and harder skin on hands and feet! Some of the products are equipped with a clockwise and
counter-clockwise direction function or all-round lighting. All products feature a mains adapter
which is adjustable to 6 speeds (3.000 up to 12.000 rev./min.), the one from item 0379 is even
adjustable to speeds from 500 up to 12.000 rev./min.

Profi Plus – The professional plus set comes in a hard shell case and features a highperformance mains adapter which is continuously adjustable in speed (500 up to 13.500 rev./
min.) and ventilation slots for cooling. It is very useful for removing and editing acrylic nails or
very hard nails. The special locking screw secures a particularly good grip of the attachments.

BASIC

Item

PROFI
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+++

Areas of application:
Shaping, filing and polishing nails
Removal of artificial nails
Removing smaller areas of
callosity & harder skin
Removing larger areas of callosity
& harder skin
Professional removal of callosity
Technical features:
Type of attachment fixture:
Snap-in fastening

+++

✓

✓

✓

Special locking screw
Regulation of revolution
speed:
Mains adapter, adjustable to 6 speeds

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

Mains adapter, continuously
adjustable
2-stage adjustable on stick

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

Continuously adjustable on stick

✓

Cords:
250 cm cord

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Additional cord

✓
✓

Battery driven

✓

Direction of rotation:
Clockwise direction

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Clockwise and counter-clockwise
direction
Extras:

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

Short stick for better handling

✓

All-round lighting

✓

✓

✓

Ventilation slots for cooling

✓

Suction device

✓

Battery driven

✓

Acrylic Stand

✓

Reinforced by glass fiber &
break-proof
Engine performance:
22 Watt

✓

✓

✓

✓

45 Watt

with gear

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

120 Watt

✓

Rev./Min.:
500 – 12.000

✓

500 – 13.500

✓

3.000 – 4.500
3.000 – 12.000

* On demand

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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GENTLE & NATURAL
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PEDIPEEL

Gentle removal of callus
The easy to handle BAUSCH Pedipeel can be used for the gentle removal
of callus on heels, finger and toe tips, hands, feet and elbows. Its secret is
the swinging head! Thus, it’s easy to remove callus even from the most
sensitive parts of the body. It’s recommended for diabetics and people with
hyper-sensitive feet. The attachments are available in three different
granulations. Changing the various attachments is as easy as pie: Velcro!
The Easy Pedipeel is just as thorough during pedicures. It’s 360-degree
rotating roller removes callus gently.
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PEDIPEEL
Our manageable pedicure device the BAUSCH PEDIPEEL removes hard skin and callus on heels, finger and toe
tips, hands and feet as well as on elbows painlessly and gently. It’s also recommended for diabetics and people with
hyper-sensitive feet. Almost all products feature a mains adapter, which is adjustable to 6 speeds (3.000 – 12.000
rev./min.).

0321
Callus roller PEDIPEEL

comes
in a
cardboard
box

9-piece set:
PEDIPEEL
mains adapter, adjustable to 6 speeds
instructions
6 grinding discs

the Original equipped with the swinging head!

0333
“Our strongest team” –
easy to handle manicure/pedicure device
in combination with the PEDIPEEL

comes
in hard
shell case
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17-piece set:
manicure/pedicure device
PEDIPEEL
mains adapter, adjustable to 6 speeds
instructions
7 attachments
6 grinding discs

Product & Design
made in germany

BEAUTY-SETS & ATTACHMENTS

0338
“The perfect trio” – easy to handle
manicure/pedicure device in combination
with the PEDIPEEL and a facial massage device
21-piece set:
manicure/pedicure device
PEDIPEEL
facial massage device
mains adapter, adjustable to 6 speeds
instructions
7 attachments
3 attachments for the facial massage device
6 grinding discs

comes
in
cosmetic
case

0320
PEDIPEEL
known from
beauty-sets 0321,
0333 and 0338
length approx. 15 cm
weight approx. 205 g
Ø ca. 3,5 cm
the Original equipped with the swinging head!

1622-23-10

1622-23-20

0238

10 grinding discs for
item 0321
fine, medium, coarse

20 grinding discs for
item 0321
fine, medium, coarse

Mains adapter, adjustable to
6 speeds, 3-12 V from 3.000
up to 12.000 rev./min.
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BEAUTY-SETS
EASYPEDIPEEL
Our electrical device for the perfect pedicure! The manageable callus roller EasyPedipeel was especially developed
for a smooth removal of hard and dry callus. It’s turning grinding head (40 rev./min.) enables a gentle but effective
removal of callus at an angle of 360-degrees. This device is the perfect alternative to ordinary methods
of callus removing. It’s easy to handle and fits perfectly into ones hand.

0328
EasyPedipeel with storage/rechargeable
battery – manageable callus roller
with ergonomic handle
comes in
cardboard
box

battery-driven

6-piece set:
EasyPedipeel
charging device
instructions
2 grinding head attachments (coarse & fine)
cleaning brush

NEW
360°
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BEAUTY-SETS & ATTACHMENTS

0325
EasyPedipeel with batteries – manageable
callus roller with ergonomic handle
comes in
cardboard
box

5-piece set:
EasyPedipeel
instructions
2 grinding head attachments (coarse & fine)
cleaning brush

waterproof

NEW

360°

0328/3

0328/4

0328/3+4

Grinding head attachment
fine, for item 0325 + 0328

Grinding head attachment
coarse, for item 0325 + 0328

Grinding head attachment set,
1 x fine + 1 x coarse,
for item 0325 + 0328
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BEAUTIFULLY GROOMED NAILS
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NAIL SEALER

Say goodbye brittle and limp nails
The patented heat technique seals and reinforces the keratin layers of the
nail edges and prevents damage to the nail. The nail sealer also strengthens
thin and limp nails and is useable for the treatment of fungal infections.
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NAIL SEALER
Our nail sealing device reinforces the keratin layers of the nail edges with the help of a specialized heat
technique. Due to gentle blending of the keratin, external damaging influences no longer stand a chance:
The nail is protected from tearing and splitting. The Temperature is adjustable.

before

after

THP1/0725/33
comes in
cardboard
box

Nail sealing device
4-piece set:
nail sealer
mains adapter, adjustable to 6 speeds
nail hardener (12 ml)
bag for travelling
instructions

with patent
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THP1/1

0725/33

0238

Nail sealing device, loose
without transformer
length approx. 14 cm,
weight approx. 63 g,
Ø approx. 1.5 cm

Nail hardener, loose
12 ml, known from item
Art. THP1/0725/33

Mains adapter, adjustable to
6 speeds, 3-12 V from 3.000 up
to 12.000 rev./min.

Product & Design
made in germany

NAIL CARE STICK

0725/20
Nail care stick with Calcium
Our substantial nail and cuticle care stick provides the
nails and cuticles with calcium ideally. Strained nails can be
strengthened and dry cuticles can be softened, if applied
regularly. Furthermore, the cuticles can be put back softly
with the help of the felt tip. Includes 3 felt tips.

0725/21
Nail polish correction pen (without picture)
Repairs gently but thoroughly all unwanted polishing mistakes
on cuticle without having to polish the involved nail all over
again. The oblique tip enables a precise application.

0725/60
Nail care stick with Coconut oil
This nail care stick smells like the Caribbean and treasures
the nails and cuticles with precious coconut oil. It provides a
natural glow, strengthens the nail and is simple in application.
Furthermore, the cuticles can be put back softly with the help
of the felt tip. Includes 3 felt tips.

0725/65
Fungal infection stick
Supports prevention against fungal and bacterial attacks.
For cosmetic care of toe- and fingernails. Penetrares into the
nail immediately.With naturally beneficial plant oils. Preventive
nail care is particularly recommended for everyone using public
baths and showers on a regular basis, e.g. after sports, as well
as for people suffering from low immunity, e.g. diabetics.
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VITALITY AND WELL-BEING
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ACUPRESSURE

Benefit from the asian medicine
Our special developed shiatsu acupressure set enables you to massage
specifically your reflex zones and gives you the opportunity to let body
and soul relax! The reflex zones on hands and feet, as well as on the whole
body are being massaged by four different attachments. Acupressure
stimulates individual organs of the body like eyes, heart, kidney and intestine/
gut. Moreover, this device contributes to your well-being because it is very
helpful by headaches, muscular tensions and rheumatic pains.
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ACUPRESSURE
Through positive impact on inner organs, our manageable acupressure device improves the blood
circulation and relaxes the muscles. Furthermore, it stimulates cellulose and connective tissue. The mains
adapter is adjustable to 5 speeds.

0345
Shiatsu-Acupressure device

comes in
hard shell
case

7-piece set:
acupressure device
mains adapter, adjustable to 5 speeds
instructions
4 attachments

features detailed instructions
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ENGINES & ATTACHMENTS

0345/1E

0345/2E

rounded flat, 25 mm

pointed flat, 22 mm

0345/3E

0345/4E

half pointed, 22 mm

pointed, 20 mm

0345/1E+2E+3E+4E
4-piece attachment set
known from set 0345:
Item 0345/1E + 0345/2E +
0345/3E + 0345/4E

0345B

0238

Shiatsu acupressure device, loose,
known from item 0345

Mains adapter, adjustable to
6 speeds, 3-12 V from 3.000 up
to 12.000 rev./min.
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TIMEOUT AND RELAXATION
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FACIAL CLEANING

Timeout for your skin
Our skin – the mirror of our soul needs special treatment which you can get
from the BAUSCH massage set with three different attachments. It is usable
for the daily beauty treatment. You are able to clean your skin with the help of
the facial brush; the massaging head enables your skin to relax and prevents
wrinkles. After that you can use the sponge to apply your individually chosen
daily crème, so that all skin layers are cared for. Six adjustable speeds enable
you to have the perfect individually beauty treatment. We often don’t realize
how tense our facial muscles are. Troubles and sorrows created by daily life
mark our faces. Just small, soft touches can help freeing those tensions.
The thing that’s missing is occasional refreshment that helps creating a positive
facial expression. Use our BAUSCH massage sets for the whole body!
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BEAUTY-SETS
FACIAL MASSAGE
Our massage set is suitable for the daily body treatment due to it’s various opportunities of application areas.
The facial brush cleans the skin, the massaging head pampers the skin with a pleasant massage and prevents
wrinkles. Use the sponge to round up your beauty treatment by applying your individual daily crème to your skin.
All layers of your skin will be taken care of this way.

0340T
Facial massage set

comes in
hard shell
case

7-piece set:
facial massage device
travel textile bag
mains adapter, adjustable to 6 speeds
instructions
3 attachments

0338
“The perfect trio” – easy to handle
manicure/pedicure device in combination with
the PEDIPEEL and a facial massage device

comes in
cosmetic
caset
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21-piece set:
manicure/pedicure device
PEDIPEEL
facial massage device
mains adapter, adjustable to 6 speeds
instructions
7 attachments
3 attachments for the facial massage device
6 grinding discs

ENGINES & ATTACHMENTS

0340/1E

0340/3E

Attachment “sponge”
known from set 0340T
for applying daily crème

Attachment “brush”
known from set 0340T,
for cleaning the skin

0340/2E

0340/1E+2E+3E

Attachment “rounded
washer” known from
set 0340T, for massaging
the skin

3-piece attachment set
known from set 0340T:
Item 0340/1E + 0340/2E +
0340/3E

0340TB

0238

Facial massage device, loose
known from sets 0340T and 0338

Mains adapter, adjustable to
6 speeds, 3-12 V from 3.000 up
to 12.000 rev./min.
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PERFECT FINGERNAILS
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NAIL MODELING

The perfect fingernails – easily, quickly and
conveniently made at home
Either equipped with a glamorous design, a strikingly outfit or one, two or
four tubes – the BAUSCH UV-hardening lamps with diverse equipment give
you the opportunity to work with gel and acrylic fingernails neatly and
efficiently. Every lamp set features a detailed instruction booklet as well as an
instructional DVD for comfortable and smooth nail modeling at home!
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UV-SETS
UV-LAMPS
Our BAUSCH UV-hardening lamps provide various possibilities for beautifully groomed and expressive hands and
feet! Either equipped with a glamorous design, a strikingly outfit or one, two or four tubes – the BAUSCH UVhardening lamps with diverse equipment give you the opportunity to work with gel and acrylic fingernails neatly
and efficiently.

comes in
hard shell
case

0735
Professional design UV-hardening lamp
17-piece set:
1 UV-hardening lamp with 4 x 9 W tube
instructions
2x UV-gel (15 ml)
UV- paintbrush
3 rosewood sticks
2 Professional files,100/180
2 Buffer, white
Cleaner, 100ml
Tips, 100 pieces
Clipper for the tips

0745-4
Professional UV-hardening lamp
24-piece set:
1 UV-hardening lamp with 4 x 9 W tube
instructions
2x UV-gel (15 ml)
UV-paintbrush
5 rosewood sticks
4 professional files,100/180
2 buffer, white
cleaner, 100ml
tips, 100 pieces
clipper for the tips
glue for tips, 3g
nail polish remover, 100ml
cellulose wipes, hand rest, micro-fiber cloth
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UV-SETS & LAMPS

0715-FUß/1

0735/1

UV-hardening lamp (9 W), loose
in cardboard box without any
suitable accessories.

Professional design UV-hardening
lamp, loose in cardboard box
without any suitable accessories

0745-4/1
Professional UV-hardening lamp
(4 x 9 W), loose in cardboard box
without any suitable accessories

0739
9W replacement tube for
UV-hardening lamp

Accessories on request
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PRODUCTS THAT PROVIDE ENJOYMENT
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COMPANY’S HISTORY

1919

Peter Bausch - A company introduces itself
1978

Our brand Peter Bausch stands for high quality. We associate our name and
the composition of our products with excellence and offer products which
provide pleasure and enjoyment. The satisfaction of our customers is most
important to us! Quality and design are major factors in a world that’s
controlled by mass production. The electrical BAUSCH manicure and

1984

pedicure devices and the various suited attachments enable you to get a
professional hand and foot care treatment easily at home! We have
complemented our product line with the nail sealer, the acupressure devices
and the facial cleaning devices. Our product range consists of various high

2004

efficiency engines in different completions.
Since its start in 1919, our company’s headquarters is in
Wuppertal-Ronsdorf, Germany where we decided to start
the production of miniature electric drills already in 1978 as a

2010

logical expansion to our wide range of hobby products. In the middle of the
80s we also started developing a manicure and pedicure product line to
cover greater interest than just the enthusiastic hobbyists. Our company’s
philosophy is to continuously offer further development! Thus, we were able
to expand our beauty product line over the last couple of years. All

2015

products are made in Germany and suitable for artificial nails as well!
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Peter Bausch GmbH & Co. KG
Blombachstr. 21-23 • 42369 Wuppertal, Deutschland
Telefon: +49 0202 24688 0 • Telefax: +49 0202 24688 99
E-Mail: info@peter-bausch.de • www.peter-bausch.de

